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Going Back to Internet 
Search Basics: 
Making sure you are one step 
ahead of your library users 

Terry Kendrick
Information Now Limited

terry.kendrick@btconnect.com
01603 628818

Internet search

It’s easy but 
it’s not easy
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So all you need is Google?

UK searches by volume in the four weeks 
ending 20th June 2009

� www.google.co.uk 78.45% 
� www.google.com 12.18%
� uk.search.yahoo.com 2.87%
� www.bing.com 1.71%
� www.uk.ask.com 1.68%

Source: Hitwise
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Google enough?

Comprehensive?

And enough for 
any searcher?

Biggest?

Best?

Biggest?

� Hmm… maybe, maybe not.  Depends on what 
you want

� “Terry Kendrick” June 27th 16.45 

� Google.com 2,900 hits
� Yahoo.com 4,050 hits
� Bing.com 1,330 hits

Surprising? 
What’s going on 
and what should 

we learn?
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It may all be over psychologically but 
there are still differences……..

� Bing – picks up my current website at 
www.terrykendrick.com and puts it first, Shows 431 
hits from 1330 but keeps changing the universe 
number, sometimes as much as 2.6m (!)

� Google – my current website put 4th  will show you 377 
items from 2,900.

� Yahoo - current website 1st will show 680 from 
either 4050 or 1840 depending at what point in the 
search you are

Source:  Web searches 27th June  16.45
NB Web search relative responses change regularly

Most internet use is about fun and buying 
stuff not difficult subject enquiries

Sourece: Hitwise http://weblogs.hitwise.com/robin-
goad/2009/06/initial_bing_stats.html
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Google best?

� Google is great for coverage and 
accessibility.  Academic library resources 
are better quality :      Brophy, J., & 
Bawden, D. (2005). Is Google enough? 
Comparison of an internet search engine 
with academic library resources. Aslib
Proceedings, 57(6), 498-5

Comprehensive and all you need?

� “There is nothing in this study to explain why web 
users seem to greatly prefer the Google search 
engine, since overall the performance of Google and 
Yahoo is more or less equivalent, and ahead of their 
competitors. We therefore suppose that the reasons 
go beyond the criteria of relevance of results”
� Jean Veronis . University of Provence  “Comparative Study of Six 

Search Engines” . 2006

See:  http://blindsearch.fejus.com/ to make your own comparisons with 
blind searches
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But over 90% of our users use 
Google, perhaps, exclusively?
� …. So to stay one step ahead of our users we must 

� Use Google better than they can (train, explore, 
experiment)

� Understand Google’s limitations (yes there are 
some!  Provide search support around internet 
sources not well covered by Google)

� Use other approaches which show that we do not 
give all our thinking away to the search engine 
(employ leading edge search strategies)

Here’s some 
ways how…………….

But Google is still 
very good indeed!

But Google is still 
very good indeed!


